MobiControl
Unified Enterprise Mobility Management Solution
Enterprise mobility is a complex management challenge. A combination of purpose-built devices, corporate-liable smartphones, tablets, BYOD
and smart peripherals is necessary to drive productivity and business growth, however, can be difficult to manage with point solutions. SOTI
unifies mobility management from a single management console, removing the complexity from managing a multi-OS, multi-vendor, and
multi-purpose mobile ecosystem. SOTI MobiControl is a unified enterprise mobility solution that provides the ability to manage mobile
devices, applications, content, email, and security within an enhanced, secure, all-in-one offering.

Manage All Devices from a
Single Pane of Glass

		
With the deployment of consumer smartphones and tablets into
corporate- liable, BYOD and CYOD programs and peripherals, enforcing
security policies and best practices while supporting diverse user
requirements can be a tough balancing act. SOTI unifies mobility
management from a single management console, removing the
complexity from managing a multi-OS, multi-vendor, and multipurpose mobile ecosystem.

Lower Total Cost of Ownership with
Rapid, “Out-of-the-Box” Staging
and Provisioning
A successful mobility deployment requires an efficient and succinct
process to rollout mission-critical line-of- business devices. Utilizing
MobiControl Stage to load and test the most up-to-date setup will
reduce ship-back costs and ‘time out-of-service’ for mobile devices
in the field. Reduced time for device provisioning will get employees
productive sooner.

Safeguard from Mobility
Threats & Viruses

				
Safeguarding the enterprise from potential threats while maintaining
an enjoyable user experience can be a major challenge to effectively
manage and grow your organization. SOTI MobiControl’s best in-class
authentication, certificate management and data encryption provide
enterprise IT departments with peace-of-mind that their devices and
data are never compromised. Secure web browsing and real-time
malware scanning protect enterprise networks from internal and
external threats.

Empower Employees with Corporate
Applications						
Applications are at the center of every enterprise’s mobility strategy.
Secure access to line of business applications gives employees the
tools they need to be more productive and allows enterprises to realize
the full potential of a mobile workforce. SOTI MobiControl helps you get
the right applications to your mobile workforce in a fast, secure and
scalable manner. Application Catalog gives users a one-stop shopping
experience for corporate approved apps. Enterprises looking for more
granular control over corporate-liable devices have the added flexibility
to silently install mandatory applications. Robust whitelist and blacklist
policies provide an extra layer of security across your deployment.

Enable Access & Privacy of
Corporate Email					
Mobile email management is more than just providing mobile access to
your corporate Exchange server. Enterprises must ensure sensitive
corporate data stays behind the firewall. With SOTI MobiControl,
administrators can create email sharing and forwarding policies to
protect against data leakage and inadvertent disclosure of sensitive
company information. Comprehensive Exchange Access Controls
prevent unmanaged devices from accessing the corporate Exchange
server.

End-to-End Mobility Management
Device Enrolment
Device
Retirement

Intuitive User Experience			
SOTI MobiControl’s Web Console allows you to manage your entire
mobility deployment through a single pane of glass. Customizable
dashboards provide administrators with an at-a-glance view of key
device and usage information such as status of connectivity, device
information, location and active policies. Mobile device users get a
best- in-class experience when accessing corporate content,
applications and messages all within one easy to navigate application.
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Enhanced Enrolment with
Zero IT Intervention
Take the Burden off of IT

Real-Time Geo-Aware Policies		
Devices Tracked & Access Limited based on Location

Deliver seamless enrolment with over-the-air device configurations for
email, WiFi, VPN etc. at a granular level based on various criteria
including device properties, custom attributes/data and more. This
takes the burden off IT as users can now enroll their own devices
quickly with zero IT intervention.		
				

SOTI MobiControl provides accurate geo-location device tracking and
user behavior monitoring that can be plotted on an interactive
worldwide map. Geofencing enables the creation of a virtual boundary
around a geographical area to trigger alerts and pre-defined actions
when devices enter or exit the boundary. Geo-aware content access
allows enterprises to restrict access to sensitive corporate content
based on location while still giving employees access to their personal
content and applications.

Enable the Connected Enterprise

Mission-Critical Content Safeguarded

Quick device provisioning and remote support for Zebra/Motorola
peripherals. SOTI offers the industry’s tightest integration with Zebra
connected peripheral devices, minimizing down time with the ability to
manage device profiles and manage new devices remotely.

SOTI MobiControl role-based access ensures only authorized users can
view and manage enterprise assets. SOTI’s alert rules engine can be
quickly configured to monitor device, custom data, and server-specific
incidents. Administrators can identify when a device is compromised
and take immediate action to safeguard their corporate data.
					

Zero-Touch Configuration and
Management of Smart Peripherals Configurable Administration			

Advanced Reporting Engine			
Strategic Management Insights

The SOTI MobiControl management console can be used to generate an
extensive catalog of standard and custom reports on key areas of your
enterprise mobility environment. High level or granular analytics can be
automated and pre-scheduled to monitor numerous parameters over a
specified time period. Reports can be generated and exported in all
major file formats.
							

Remote Control & Remote View		
Live, Real-Time Support

SOTI MobiControl’s Remote Control is the fastest and most reliable
interactive remote control of Android and Windows devices for optimal
helpdesk capability and troubleshooting. Remote view and advanced
device management is available for iOS devices. These best-in-class
remote helpdesk capabilities offer administrators the ability to support
their growing mobile workforce effortlessly.
					

Flexible Deployment Architecture		
Always Available and On-Demand

SOTI MobiControl is robust and reliable at any scale of deployment.
Leveraging deep domain expertise with thousands of customers
globally in all major vertical and niche markets. SOTI also provides
enterprises with flexibility to deploy the solution as an On-Premise
solution or in the MobiControl Cloud.

Support for Broader Range of
Operating Systems and Endpoints
Enterprise Complexity Eliminated

SOTI MobiControl provides stronger security and compliance with
corporate and regulatory policies to apply same policies across multiple
OSs and endpoints. The centralized, web-based management console
provides total visibility and full control of your corporate, shared and
personally-owned mobile devices.
						

Employee Self-Service Portal

“Manage Your Own Device” for Reduced IT Workload
SOTI MobiControl’s MYOD (Manage Your Own Device) self-service
portal equips device users with tools to manage their mobile devices,
thereby, reducing IT support costs and increasing productivity. Users
can reset passwords, wipe data or lock a misplaced, lost or stolen
device, locate device via geo-tracking, gain visibility into their apps and
much more.

Put your trust in SOTI to provide
best-in-class Secure Enterprise
Mobilty Management.

Contact a SOTI Mobile Advisor to discuss your enterprise mobility strategy at sales@soti.net
SOTI is the world’s most trusted leader in enterprise mobility management. Over 14,000 customers worldwide use SOTI’s award-winning
MobiControl to enhance enterprise mobility and enable Bring Your Own Device (BYOD) initiatives.
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